
DCG v2.10 SLA Release - Release Notes
NEW FEATURES Reference(s)
Users can set-up e-mail notifications for harvests. This allows a user to be notified 1) when a scheduled harvest has 
been added to the harvest queue, 2) when a scheduled harvest is at the top of the queue and is beginning to run, and 3) 
when a scheduled harvest has completed. If notifications are turned on the Gateway also sends an e-mail if there are any 
problems successfully completing a harvest.

DCG-1215, DCG-1216, DCG-1221, DCG-1222, 
DCG-1224, DCG-1225

Gateway asks users to confirm the holdings symbol settings. This allows users to verify that the 3 or 5 character 
holdings symbol they've entered is the correct symbol for their institution.

DCG-979

Gateway has a new, more efficient mechanism for managing harvest schedules between sites. The new scheduling 
mechanism improves the ability of the Gateway to process a harvest closer to its scheduled date even when the system 
load is high.

DCG-1202, DCG-967, DCG-901, DCG-1207, DCG-
1198

Gateway now puts priority on harvests started with the Sync with WorldCat Now button. This new feature pushes an ad-
hoc synchronization request to the front of the harvest queue so you get the fastest result possible.

DCG-1196, DCG-1203

There is improved error handling to identify and retry repositories that cannot be reached at the time of a scheduled 
harvest. After multiple retries, the Gateway can now remove defunct repositories from the harvest queue to reduce 
processing needs for all harvests. The improved error handling also allows notifications to be sent to Gateway 
administrators so they can either repair or remove repositories that cannot be harvested.

DCG-1186, DCG-1006

The MARC 502, Dissertation Note, field has been added in both its forms to the Show Unmapped Fields selection under 
the More menu in the Edit Metadata Map page. 

DCG-1228

BUG FIXES
The "Register your institution …" section of the main registration page 
(http://worldcat.org/digitalcollectiongateway/register.jsp) for the Gateway has been fixed. Users can request new 
accounts with the Gateway without having to supply an OCLC symbol. There are improved help fields on the registration 
page.

DCG-1217

The "Add a User ..." section of the main registration page (http://worldcat.org/digitalcollectiongateway/register.jsp) for 
the Gateway has been fixed. Users can add themselves to your account if you provide them with your KEY. When the 
Add User button is selected an e-mail is sent to the user to show them that their user name has been associated with a 
particular organization's account in the Gateway. Also, there are improved help fields on the registration page to assist 
users understanding what they're entering and why.

DCG-1217

The special registration page in the Gateway for CONTENTdm users has been fixed. The Gateway is now able to 
complete CONTENTdm registration by returning the OCLC Symbol the user enters  back to CONTENTdm. There are 
improved help fields on the registration page to assist users understanding what they're entering and why.

DCG-1217

The Gateway will disable harvests for Active collections that no longer appear in the repository. DCG-785

The Gateway recognizes and reports errors for multiple simultaneous harvests of a single collection in a repository. DCG-1076

The Gateway uses the value "0" for holdings identification. This allows batch updates to proceed with the proper 
assumptions when scanning WorldCat.

DCG-1185

The Gateway's monthly reports to users now reflect the proper current month's date in the report. DCG-1190

The Gateway reports system errors when the Validation Service times out. DCG-1220


